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China is the critical territory for all mobile device and chip ven-
dors, not just for its own vast size and growth potential, but be-
cause it is the guiding force for other emerging mobile econo-
mies. India and Brazil are creating their own device ecosystems 
too, but these are heavily influenced by China, whose companies 
are driving aggressively into the new powerhouses.  
 
Bold strategies are required if established handset and system-on
-chip (SoC) vendors are not to lose their grip. Nokia and Mo-
torola, once dominant and China and India, were usurped by 
Samsung and Apple largely because of their failure to crack the 
redefined US smartphone market. Now their near-duopoly is be-
ing eroded and they may suffer the same pattern in reverse, with 
China the deciding factor this time, and rivals like Lenovo and 
Xiaomi set to profit. 
 
The same goes for the chip companies. Leading in China and India 
requires a new set of economics, and like Apple in smartphones, 
western chip giants like Qualcomm have to choose between their 
traditional generous margins and maintaining market share. 
Qualcomm knows that it is no longer competing primarily against 
Broadcom and Nvidia but against MediaTek, Spreadtrum and 
other rising stars from greater China. Being the adaptable com-
pany it is, it has already taken steps to address the challenge with 
its Qualcomm Reference Design program. This provides low cost, 
out-of-the-box platforms for manufacturers to create handsets 
and cheap tablets easily and affordably. But just as importantly, it 
brings low cost Chinese players into Qualcomm’s usually rarefied 
orbit. 
 
But just a week after it was showing off the latest fruits of these 
alliances in China, Qualcomm finds that Intel, not the most obvi-
ous threat in ultra-low cost arenas, has made its boldest move yet 
to push its Atom SoCs into the mobile mass market. 
 
Intel makes bold push for Chinese growth: 
 
Intel has thrown down its biggest challenge yet to ARM’s mobile 
ecosystem, announcing an alliance with China’s Rockchip to push 

Key Issues  
Intel’s Rockchip deal in China shows off Krzanich’s new thinking 
 In a new approach, Intel will co-design tablet SoC with Chinese chip provider 
 Gives it access to new ecosystem and a cost base to challenge ARM’s 
 Nvidia goes the other way, admitting handset defeat but chasing high end graphics 
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